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Botstiber Institute for Austrian-American Studies

Organization Information
Institution Name

If you're applying on behalf of, or in association with, an institution or organization, please
identify that institution.
Character Limit: 100

Institution Address

If you provided an institution above, please provide the address here.
Character Limit: 250

Other Contact

Are you the primary contact for the institution? If not, please state the primary contact's name
and title.
Character Limit: 150

Alternate Contact Email

Please provide the email address for the contact listed above, if any.
Character Limit: 150

Overview Questions
Project Name*
Title of project.

Character Limit: 100

Project Synopsis*

Please provide a concise (750-characters or less) summary of your project. This should
comprise, or include, one sentence that describes your project in "plain language."
Character Limit: 750

Justification*

Please provide a brief (750-characters or less) statement regarding how this project promotes
an understanding of the historical relationship between Austria and the United States.
Character Limit: 750
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Proposed Start Date of Project*
Character Limit: 10

Proposed End Date of Project*
Character Limit: 10

Amount of Proposal Request*

Please enter the amount requested in U.S. dollars.
Character Limit: 20

Other Secured Funding

Have other sources of funding been secured for this project? Please state "yes" or "no," and
provide a brief statement of amounts and organizations if applicable. (Only 400 characters are
available here. Space for a fuller description is available in the Supporting Materials section of
the application.)
Character Limit: 400

Other Potential Funding*

Have other sources of potential funding been solicited for this project? Please state "yes" or
"no," and provide a brief statement of amounts and organizations if applicable. (Only 400
characters are available here. Space for a fuller description is available in the Supporting
Materials section of the application.)
Character Limit: 400

Final Product*

Please check the final product(s) that the applicant is working toward during the grant period.
Choices

Article
Book
Digital Project
Dissertation
Exhibit
Film
Journal/Magazine
Other
Special Project

Topics*

Please select the topic(s) most relevant to your application from the list below.
Choices
Art
Culture
Film
Gender
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History
Literature
Music
Painting
Photography
Political Science
Psychology
Science

Further Considerations

BIAAS values partnerships that advances its mission and leads to open access information. Do
you anticipate that BIAAS may share any information or products from your research? For
example, BIAAS may promote book releases, support a podcast or video, host blogs, etc.
If you can anticipate any way(s) in which BIAAS may disseminate information or promote
products from your research with a broader public audience, please briefly state your ideas
here.
Character Limit: 250

The Journal of Austrian-American History*

Do you anticipate that any papers or articles resulting from your research may be submitted to
the Journal of Austrian-American History?
Choices
No
Yes
Unsure

How did you learn about BIAAS?*

Please provide a statement or description of how/where the applicant learned about BIAAS
grants.
Character Limit: 250

Previous BIAAS Application Experience*

Have you ever applied for BIAAS funding before? Please state "yes" or "no." If yes, please state
the year(s) of application and the outcome.
Character Limit: 250

Discipline*

What is your main field of operation or primary academic discipline?
Character Limit: 250
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Narrative Description
Narrative Description*

The applicant should submit a narrative, not to exceed 10,000 characters, which provides a
justification for the project, conveying the ideas, objectives, methods, and work plan. A simple
statement of need or intent is insufficient.
The applicant should describe the significance of the proposed project pertaining to AustrianAmerican studies, including its value to scholars and/or general audiences.
If a grant request is for a distinct part of a larger project, an overview of the larger project
should be included.
The applicant should also describe the intended audience of the project.

Please note: footnotes are incompatible, format-wise, with this software. If necessary, please
feel free to use in-text citations (i.e., MLA, APA) that refer to the proposal's bibliography
instead.
Character Limit: 10000

Intended Results*

The applicant should describe the intended results of the project. The applicant should explain
how the results will be disseminated and why such means are appropriate to the subject matter
and audience.
This portion of the narrative description may not exceed 2,500 characters.
Character Limit: 2500

Supporting Materials
Budget*

Please upload an itemized budget for the grant (in U.S. dollars; not to exceed one page); note
that applicants are requested to provide reasonable and informed estimates for expenses.

PDFs, Excel and Word documents are preferred document file types.
File Size Limit: 3 MB

Other Funding/Support

Please upload a document listing your other support. This includes a description of all current
and pending grant and/or fellowship applications related to this project. State the title of the
grant or fellowship, source, period covered, amount, expected notification date, and whether it
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has been secured or is pending.
If no other sources have provided or have been solicited for other funding for this project,
please make sure you have stated this accordingly in the related questions in the initial
overview questions of this application.

PDFs, Excel and Word documents are preferred document file types.
File Size Limit: 2 MB

Curriculum Vitae*

Please upload a curriculum vitae for the applicant, showing current and past positions,
education, awards, honors, publications (including page numbers), and other relevant
professional activities and accomplishments.

PDFs and Word documents are preferred document file types.
Maximum File Size is 4 MiBs.
File Size Limit: 4 MB

Bibliography*

Please upload a bibliography outlining the most important source sets and relevant scholarship
on the topic.
Not to exceed 3 pages.

PDFs and Word documents are preferred document file types.
File Size Limit: 3 MB

Letter of Recommendation #1*

Letters of recommendation must specifically address the proposed research project.
Referees will not receive an automated prompt; it is the applicant's responsibility to obtain and
follow up referees. Letters may be uploaded here or may be submitted directly by the
recommendation letter writer to BIAAS at biaas@botstiber.org.
If the referee is submitting directly to BIAAS, please notify us by uploading a document with the
referee's pertinent contact information.

PDFs and Word documents are preferred document file types.
File Size Limit: 3 MB

Letter of Recommendation #2*

Letters of recommendation must specifically address the proposed research project.
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Referees will not receive an automated prompt; it is the applicant's responsibility to obtain and
follow up referees. Letters may be uploaded here or may be submitted directly by the
recommendation letter writer to BIAAS at biaas@botstiber.org.
If the referee is submitting directly to BIAAS, please notify us by uploading a document with the
referee's pertinent contact information.

PDFs and Word documents are preferred document file types.
File Size Limit: 3 MB
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